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What’s New
Directory Sync Pro 19.4 includes several bug fixes and enhancements. The directory synchronization functions for
Domino environments has been removed from this version and is now supported by a separate version of
Directory Sync Pro.
The release version number represents the year and month of the release (19.4). The last GA release of Directory
Sync Pro was 18.12 released in December 2018 and before that was 18.9 released in September 2018.

Version 19.4 Release Notes
•

An issue where specifying a profile ID when running the command line /sync command would run the
sync for all profiles, not just the specified profile, has been resolved. (33750)

•

Additional error handling has been added and the MetricsUpdateFrequencyMs config file option now
defaults to 60 seconds to prevent crashes due to SQL network interruptions. (37932)

•

Previously disabled users are now made available for Directory Sync Pro and are displayed in the interface
when the users are enabled in Active Directory. (61648)

•

An issue where a mapping error would occur when SAMAccountName or UserPrincipalName was mapped
to a null value target attribute field has been resolved. (61844)

•

An issue where an object in the target would continue to appear in the address list if the source object
was changed to Hidden and synced again has been resolved. (62374)

•

Log and audit views will now automatically refresh every 20 seconds. (63610)

•

Windows Server 2019 is now a supported operating system for installing Directory Sync Pro. (63618)

•

Directory synchronization for Domino and Active Directory are now supported by separate versions of
Directory Sync Pro. (64019)

•

An issue where the TargetNetBIOSName attribute was not being updated in the Target object in some
scenarios has been resolved. (64781)

•

The msExchCoManagedByLink and msExchModeratedByLink attributes can now be synchronized as multvalued attributes. (64945)

•

An issue that caused the device Managed By attribute to not be synchronized has been resolved. (64946)
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Learn more about Binary Tree
For more information on Binary Tree, visit us at www.binarytree.com/company/about-binary-tree.
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